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ALTERNATIVES TO COLLEGE

THE DATE IT IS ACHANGIN’
DUE to circumstances well out of our control, we have had
to reschedule our next meeting - to FRIDAY, JUNE 5.
The new arrangements are, yet again, because of
double booking and, yet again, the new management at The
Golden Hind have assured us that it won’t happen again. All
together now: “How many times must a… ”.
Despite the change be sure to be there as it’ll be the
last opportunity to get any late-breaking tour news before the
UK concert dates.
IT’S been on, then off, then on again, then off again – now it’s definitely
on! Dylan and Van Morrison are definitely scheduled to tour together in
Dylan and The Stones, Buenos Aires, April
the UK, despite rumours to the contrary some weeks ago. Then it was
5, 1998
said that Van Morrison had sacked his manager and band and pulled out
of the rest of the tour. His place was said to have been filled by Joni Mitchell.
The situation now is that Van Morrison has a new manager, and has rejoined the tour – as a solo act! A word of
advice. Turn up on time for your gig as Dylan and Van Morrison seem to be taking it in turns to go on first!

DIARY DATES
These are the confirmed dates for The
Bob Dylan Society at the Golden Hind for
the coming year:

Our survey
said…

THE questionnaire we sent out last time with the Newsletter has
turned in some interesting comments.
Friday, June 5, 1998;
First of all, thanks to everyone who took the trouble to
Friday, July 31, 1998;
respond. Your efforts are much appreciated. From time to time we
Friday, September 25, 1998;
need to gauge reaction to what we do and also invite suggestions for
ways to improve our evenings, and your comments were constructive
Friday, November 27, 1998.
and helpful.
Most thought that the amount of video footage we show is
just right, and that the time allotted to chat is also okay. More quizzes are definitely on the wants list, but the overwhelming
response came to the question concerning an audio section. The almost unanimous verdict was that we should have an
audio section during the evening - so on June 5 we will launch our new audio section in style with, what must be, the first
airing of a newly-circulating tape from 1965. The tape features the complete concert from The Hollywood Bowl, Los
Angeles, September 3, 1965. The concert, which is the same format as the 66 shows - first half acoustic, second half
electric - is complete and in full PA quality! So come on June 5 and hear selected highlights from the hottest tape around.

Useful Telephone Nos: John Stokes (01480) 468726; John Nye (01223)
561532; The Golden Hind (01223) 420816.

8pm
June 5, 1998

The
Golden Hind

How to see more – come early!
HOW TO FIND THE GOLDEN HIND
The Golden Hind is very easy to find. It’s an extremely large pub set back off the road at a key junction North of
the City on Milton Road, just a short distance from The Portland Arms.
If you’re coming from outside Cambridge, it’s best to approach it from the A14. Leave at the A10/A1309
turn-off and head into the City. The Golden Hind is on the right at the fourth set of traffic lights. There is ample
parking space at the rear, accessed via King’s Hedges Road.
The Functions Room is on the first floor - and is certainly our best venue yet!

The Golden Hind, 335 Milton Road, Cambridge
(Tel: 01223 420816)

